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Direct-conversion architectures are recently receiving a lot of interest in OFDM-based wireless transmission systems. However,
due to component imperfections in the front-end analog processing, such systems are very sensitive to in-phase/quadrature-phase
(IQ) imbalances. The IQ imbalance results in intercarrier interference (ICI) from the mirror carrier of the OFDM symbol. The
resulting distortion can limit the achievable data rate and hence the performance of the system. In this paper, the joint effect of
frequency-selective IQ imbalance at both the transmitter and receiver ends is studied. We consider OFDM transmission over a
time-invariant frequency-selective channel. When the cyclic prefix is long enough to accommodate the channel impulse response
combined with the transmitter and receiver filters, we propose a low-complexity two-tap equalizer with LMS-based adaptation
to compensate for IQ imbalances along with channel distortions. When the cyclic prefix is not sufficiently long, then in addition
to ICI there also exists interblock interference (IBI) between the adjacent OFDM symbols. In this case, we propose a frequency
domain per-tone equalizer (PTEQ) obtained by transferring a time-domain equalizer (TEQ) to the frequency domain. The PTEQ
is initialized by a training-based RLS scheme. Both algorithms provide a very efficient post-FFT adaptive equalization and their
performance is shown to be close to the ideal case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a
popular, standardized modulation technique for broadband
wireless systems: it is used for wireless LAN [1], fixed broad-
band wireless access [2], digital video & audio broadcasting
[3], and so forth.

Hence, a lot of effort is spent in developing integrated,
cost-and power-efficient OFDM transmission and reception
systems. The zero-IF architecture (or direct-conversion ar-
chitecture) is an attractive candidate as it can convert the RF
signal directly to baseband or vice versa without any inter-
mediate frequencies (IF). This results in an overall smaller
size with lower component cost as compared to a traditional
superheterodyne architecture. However, the zero-IF architec-
ture performs the in-phase/quadrature-phase (IQ) modula-
tion and demodulation in the analog domain. This inherent
two-path analog processing results in the system being ex-
tremely sensitive to mismatches between the I and Q branch,
especially so when high-order modulations schemes (e.g.,
64QAM, etc.) are used. Due to component imperfections

in practical analog electronics, such imbalances are unavoid-
able, resulting in an overall performance degradation of the
system.

Generally, the IQ imbalance introduced by the local os-
cillator (LO) of the front end can be considered constant
over the signal bandwidth. Such IQ imbalances are consid-
ered frequency independent. However, the mismatch intro-
duced by the preceding or subsequent IQ branch amplifiers
and filters tends to vary with frequency. Such frequency-
dependent or frequency-selective IQ imbalance is particu-
larly severe in wide-band direct-conversion transmitters and
receivers. Rather than decreasing the IQ imbalance by in-
creasing the design time and the component cost of the ana-
log processing, IQ imbalance can also be tolerated and then
compensated digitally.

The performance degradation due to receiver IQ imbal-
ance inOFDM systems has been investigated in [4, 5]. Several
compensation algorithms considering either only receiver IQ
imbalance or transmitter IQ imbalance have been developed
in [6–9], and so forth. Recently, joint compensation algo-
rithms for frequency independent (constant over frequency)
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Figure 1: (a) Direct-conversion transmitter. (b) Mathematical model of a direct-conversion transmitter.

transmitter and receiver IQ imbalance have been proposed in
[10]. In [11], a compensation scheme for frequency-selective
transmitter and receiver IQ imbalance is developed but the
scheme is very complex due to the large number of equaliz-
ers and taps per equalizer needed, which also results in a slow
convergence.

In this paper, the joint effect of frequency-selective IQ
imbalance at both the transmitter and receiver ends is stud-
ied. When the cyclic prefix is long enough to accommodate
the combined channel, transmitter and receiver filter im-
pulse response, we propose a low-complexity two-tap equal-
izer with LMS-based adaptation. Due to the small number
of taps needed, the algorithm converges faster and provides a
better performance as will be demonstrated. When the cyclic
prefix is not sufficiently long, there will be inter-block In-
terference (IBI) between adjacent OFDM symbols. In this
case a simple two-tap adaptive equalizer is not sufficient to
preserve the carrier orthogonality. We propose a frequency
domain per-tone equalizer (PTEQ) [12] which shortens the
combined impulse response to fit within the cyclic prefix and
at the same time compensates for the imperfection of the
analog front end. The PTEQ can be trained by an RLS adap-
tive scheme. The present research is an extension of our pre-
vious work [13, 14] where various compensation techniques
for joint transmitter and receiver frequency-independent IQ
imbalance under carrier frequency offset (CFO) have been
developed.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
velop a model for joint transmitter and receiver frequency-
selective IQ imbalance in an OFDM transmission system. In
Section 3, the basics of a suitable compensation scheme are
explained. Section 4 presents the adaptive compensation al-
gorithms used. Simulation results are shown in Section 5 and
finally conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. IQ IMBALANCEMODEL

The following notation is adopted in the description of the
system. Vectors are indicated in bold and scalar parameters
in normal font. Superscripts ∗, T , H represent conjugate,
transpose, and hermitian, respectively. F and F−1 represent
theN×N discrete Fourier transform and its inverse. IN is the

N×N identity matrix and 0M×N is theM×N all zero matrix.
Operators ⊗, �, and · denote Kronecker product, convolu-
tion and component-wise vector multiplication, respectively.

Let S(i) be a frequency domain complex OFDM symbol
of size (N × 1) where i is the time index of the symbol. For
our data model we consider two successive OFDM symbols
transmitted at time i − 1 and i, respectively. The ith sym-
bol is the symbol of interest, the previous symbol is used to
model the IBI. These symbols are transformed to the time
domain by the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). A
cyclic prefix (CP) of length ν is then added to the head of
each symbol. In the case of no IQ imbalance in the front end
of the transmitter, the resulting time domain baseband signal
is given as follows:

s = (I2 ⊗ P
)(
I2 ⊗ F−1

)[S(i−1)
S(i)

]
, (1)

where P is the cyclic prefix insertion matrix given by

P =
[
0(ν×N−ν) Iν

IN

]
. (2)

The direct conversion transmitter is shown in Figure 1(a)
and its mathematical model is represented in Figure 1(b). We
categorize the IQ imbalance resulting from the front-end as
frequency dependent and frequency independent. The im-
balances caused by digital-to-analog converters (DAC), am-
plifiers, low pass filters (LPFs), and mixers generally result
in an overall frequency-dependent IQ imbalance. We repre-
sent this imbalance at the transmitter by two mismatched fil-
ters with frequency responses given as Hti and Htq. As the
LO produces only a single tone, the IQ imbalance caused by
the LO can be generally categorized as frequency indepen-
dent over the signal bandwidth with a transmitter amplitude
and phase mismatch gt and φt between the two branches.

Let p̃ be the transmitted signal given as

p̃ = �{p · ej2π fct
}
, (3)

where p = pi + jpq is the baseband equivalent signal of p̃.
Note that we apply a vector function notation, where the (ex-
ponential) function is applied to each component of the vec-
tor t.
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Following the derivation in [8], the baseband signal p can
be given as

p = gt1 � s + gt2 � s∗, (4)

where

gt1 = F−1
{
Gt1
} = F−1

{[
Hti + gte−jφtHtq

]
2

}
,

gt2 = F−1
{
Gt2
} = F−1

{[
Hti − gtejφtHtq

]
2

}
.

(5)

Here gt1 and gt2 are mostly truncated to length Lt and then
padded with N − Lt zero elements. They represent the com-
bined frequency-independent and dependent transmitter IQ
imbalance. The convolution operations will be specified as
matrix-vector products further up. Note also that gt2 van-
ishes if gt = 1, φt = 0, andHti = Htq.

We now consider OFDM transmission over a time-
invariant frequency-selective channel. Let c be the impulse
response of the multipath channel of length L. The channel
adds a filtering in formula (4), so that the received baseband
signal r can be given as

r = c� p + v = c� gt1 � s + c� gt2 � s∗ + v

= c1 � s + c2 � s∗ + v,
(6)

where c1 and c2 are the combined transmitter IQ and channel
impulse responses of length L + Lt − 1 and v is the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Finally, an expression similar to (4) can be used to model
IQ imbalance at the receiver. Let z represent the down-
converted baseband complex signal after being distorted by
combined frequency dependent and independent receiver IQ
imbalance gr1 and gr2 of length Lr . Then z will be given as

z = gr1 � r + gr2 � r∗. (7)

Equation (6) can be substituted in (7) leading to

z = (gr1 � c1 + gr2 � c∗2
)
� s

+
(
gr1 � c2 + gr2 � c∗1

)
� s∗ + ṽ

= d1 � s + d2 � s∗ + ṽ,

(8)

where d1 and d2 are the combined transmitter IQ, channel
and receiver IQ impulse responses of length Lt+L+Lr−2 and
ṽ is the additive noise which is also modified by the receiver
imbalances.

Substituting (1) in (8), we obtain

z = [O1 | Td1
](
I2 ⊗ P

)(
I2 ⊗ F−1

)[S(i−1)
S(i)

]

+
[
O1 | Td2

](
I2 ⊗ P

)(
I2 ⊗ F−1

)[S∗(i−1)m

S∗(i)m

]
+ ṽ,

(9)

where z is of dimension (N × 1), O1 = 0(N×N+2ν−LT−L−Lr+3).
Tdk (for k = 1, 2) is an (N × N + Lt + L + Lr − 3) Toeplitz
matrix with first column [dk(Lt+L+Lr−3), 0(1×N−1)]T and first

row [dk(Lt+L+Lr−3), . . . ,dk(0), 0(1×N−1)]. Here ()m denotes the
mirroring operation in which the vector indices are reversed
such that Sm[l] = S[lm]

where

⎧⎨⎩lm = 2 +N − l for l = 2· · ·N ,

lm = l for l = 1.
(10)

If the impulse responses d1 and d2 are shorter than the
OFDM cyclic prefix (ν ≥ Lt + L + Lr − 2), then (8) can be
given in the frequency domain as

Z = D1 · S(i) +D2 · S∗(i)m + Ṽ

= (Gr1 ·Gt1 · C +Gr2 ·G∗t2m · C∗m
) · S(i)

+
(
Gr1 ·Gt2 · C +Gr2 ·G∗t1m · C∗m

) · S∗(i)m + Ṽ,

(11)

where Z, D1, D2, Gr1, Gr2, C, and Ṽ are frequency domain
representations of z, d1, d2, gr1, gr2, c, and ṽ.

Equation (11) shows that due to the transmitter and re-
ceiver IQ imbalance, power leaks from the signal on the mir-
ror carrier (S∗m) to the carrier under consideration (S) and
thus causes inter-carrier interference (ICI). Note that if no
IQ imbalance is present, then gt = gr = 1, φt = φr = 0,
Hti = Htq = Ht, Hri = Hrq = Hr . Thus Gt1 = Ht,
Gr1 = Hr , and Gt2 = 0, Gr2 = 0 leading to the baseband
signal Z = Ht · Hr · C · S(i), that is, a scaled version of S(i)

with no ICI. As OFDM is very sensitive to ICI, IQ imbalance
may result in a severe performance degradation. This is illus-
trated in Section 5.

If the OFDM cyclic prefix is not sufficiently long (ν <
Lt + L + Lr − 2), then (11) will no longer hold true. In ad-

dition to ICI from the mirror carrier S(i)m , there will be in-
terferences from the adjacent OFDM symbol S(i−1) leading
to IBI. This IBI can be compensated by a per-tone equalizer
(PTEQ), which can be obtained by transferring two time-
domain equalizers (TEQs) to the frequency domain. In the
next section, a PTEQ-based IQ compensation technique is
derived first, and then the compensation scheme for the suf-
ficiently long cyclic prefix case is derived merely by simplify-
ing the equations.

3. IQ IMBALANCE COMPENSATION

To shorten the combined channel, transmitter and receiver
filter impulse responses d1 and d2 such that they fit within
the cyclic prefix, a traditional (single) time-domain equal-
izer (TEQ) is not sufficient. We propose to use two TEQs w1

and w2 where one is applied to the received signal (z1 = z)
and the other to the conjugated version of the received signal
(z2 = z∗). Adding the second TEQ generally leads to a better
combined shortening of d1 and d2.

Let L′ be the number of taps used in each TEQ
w1 and w2, then the size of the distorted received sym-
bol z in (9) has to be adjusted to (N + L′ − 1 × 1).
Hence, O1 = 0(N+L′−1×N+2ν−L−LT−Lr−L′+4),Tdk (for k = 1, 2)
is of size (N + L′ − 1 × N + Lt + L + Lr + L′ − 4)
with first column [dk(Lt+L+Lr−3), 0(1×N+L′−1)]T and first row
[dk(Lt+L+Lr−3), . . . ,dk(0), 0(1×N+L′−2)]. In conjunction with the
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Figure 2: L′ tap TEQs with 2-tap FEQ per tone.

TEQ-based channel shortening, a DFT is applied to the fil-
tered sequences z1 and z2. Finally, a two-tap frequency-
domain equalizer (FEQ) is applied to recover the transmitted
OFDM symbol. This scheme is shown in Figure 2.

We define S̃(i)[l] as the estimate for lth subcarrier of the
ith OFDM symbol. This estimate is then obtained as

S̃(i)[l] = v∗1 [l] ·
(
F[l]WH

1 z1
)
+ v∗2 [l] ·

(
F[l]WH

2 z2
)
, (12)

where v1[l] and v2[l] are the taps of FEQ operating on the
lth subcarrier, and F[l] is the lth row of the DFT matrix F.
Wk (for k = 1, 2) is an (N + L′ − 1 × N) Toeplitz matrix
with first column [wk,L′−1, . . . ,wk,0, 0(1×N−1)] and first row
[wk,L′−1, 0(1×N−1)].

Following the derivation in [12], the two TEQs thus ob-
tained can be transformed to the frequency domain resulting
in two per-tone equalizers (PTEQs) each employing one DFT
and L′ −1 difference terms. With this transformation the dif-
ficult channel shortening problem is avoided and replaced by
simple per-tone optimization problem. Equation (12) is then
modified as follows:

S̃(i)[l] = vH1 [l]Fi[l]z1 + vH2 [l]Fi[l]z2, (13)

where vk[l] for k = 1, 2 are PTEQs of size (L′ × 1). Fi[l] is
defined as

Fi[l] =
[

IL′−1 0L′−1×N−L′+1 −IL′−1
01×L′−1 F[l]

]
, (14)

where the first block row in Fi[l] is seen to extract the differ-
ence terms, while the last row corresponds to the single DFT.

+

−
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Figure 3: PTEQ for OFDM with IQ imbalance.

As z2 = z∗1 = z∗, the PTEQ structure is further simplified
by taking only one DFT whose conjugated output in reverse
order corresponds to Z2 = F{z2} = F{z∗1 } = Z∗1m. The re-
sulting PTEQ block scheme is shown in Figure 3.

The PTEQ coefficients for the lth subcarrier can be ob-
tained based on the following MSE minimization:

min
(v1[l],v2[l])

E

{∣∣∣∣∣S(i)[l]− [vH1 [l] vH2 [l]
][Fi[l]z1

Fi[l]z2

]∣∣∣∣∣
2}

, (15)

where E{·} is the expectation operator.
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For the case of a sufficiently long cyclic prefix (ν ≥ Lt +
L + Lr − 2), we may consider a PTEQ of order L′ = 1. In this
case, (11) for Z2 = Z∗m and Z1 = Z can be written in matrix
form for each carrier as follows:[

Z1[l]

Z2[l]

]
=
[
D1[l] D2[l]
D∗2m[l] D∗1m[l]

]⎡⎣ S(i)[l]

S∗(i)m [l]

⎤⎦ +

[
Ṽ[l]
Ṽ∗m[l]

]
.

(16)

From this it follows that for the noiseless case, the desired
signal S(i)[l] can be obtained by taking an appropriate linear
combination of Z1[l] and Z2[l], that is,

[
v∗1 [l] v∗2 [l]

][Z1[l]
Z2[l]

]

=
[
v∗1 [l] v∗2 [l]

][ D1[l] D2[l]
D∗2m[l] D∗1m[l]

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸[

1 0
]

[
S(i)[l]
S∗(i)m [l]

]

=⇒ S(i)[l] =
[
v∗1 [l] v∗2 [l]

][Z1[l]
Z2[l]

]
.

(17)

This formula demonstrates that a receiver structure can be
designed that exactly compensates for the transmitter and re-
ceiver IQ imbalance and the channel effect (i.e., zero-forcing
(ZF) equalization). The coefficients v1 and v2 can be com-
puted from Gt1, Gt2, Gr1, Gr2, and C, if these are available. In
the noisy case a suitable set of coefficients can be estimated
based on an MSE minimization:

min
(v1[l],v2[l])

E

{∣∣∣∣∣S(i)[l]− [v∗1 [l] v∗2 [l]
][Z1[l]

Z2[l]

]∣∣∣∣∣
2}

(18)

which is a special case (L′ = 1) of the more general formula
(15).

In the next section a training-based initialization of v1
and v2 is described, based on such an MMSE criterion.

4. ADAPTIVE COMPENSATION

For the case (ν < Lt +L+Lr − 2), we consider RLS-based ini-
tialization of the PTEQ coefficients based on (15). The RLS
algorithm provides optimal convergence and achieves initial-
ization with an acceptably small number of training symbols.
Let d be the number of OFDM symbols dedicated for train-
ing. The RLS algorithm to compute the coefficient vector for

subcarrier l is shown in Algorithm 1. Let v(i)1 [l] and v(i)2 [l]
represent the equalization vectors at time instant i. The reg-
ularization factor δ is a small positive constant andD(i) is the
training symbol transmitted at time instant i.

Algorithm 1 (RLS direct equalization). Initialize the algo-
rithm by setting

v(i=0)1 = 0L′×N ,

v(i=0)2 = 0L′×N .
(19)

For all the carriers in OFDM symbol l = 1 · · ·N , compute

B(i=0) = δ−1I2L′×2L′ . (20)

For each iteration i = 1 · · ·d, compute

u(i)[l] =
[
Fi[l]z

(i)
1 Fi[l]z

(i)
2

]T
,

ξ(i) = D(i)[l]−
[
vH(i−1)
1 [l] vH(i−1)

2 [l]
]
u(i)[l]

B(i)
1 = B(i)u(i)[l]

1 + uH(i)[l]B(i)u(i)[l]

v(i)1 [l] = v(i−1)1 [l] +
(
B(i)
1,(1···L′)ξ

∗(i))T ,
v(i)2 [l] = v(i−1)2 [l] +

(
B(i)
1,(L′+1···2L′)ξ

∗(i))T ,
B(i) = B(i−1) − B(i−1)

1 uH(i)[l]B(i−1).

(21)

At the end of the training the weights v1[l] and v2[l] are sub-
stituted in formula (13) to obtain the transmitted symbol es-
timates S̃(i)[l].

In the case (ν ≥ Lt + L + Lr − 2), a single LMS equal-
izer with two taps per OFDM carrier is sufficient for com-
pensation with close to optimal performance. The solution
proposed reduces to the same solution as in [9] where only
frequency-selective receiver IQ imbalance is considered. But
due to the presence of joint frequency-selective transmitter
and receiver IQ imbalance, the distortion is more severe and
hence larger number of training symbols is needed for ade-
quate compensation. This is also illustrated in Figure 4.

The two inputs of the equalizer are Z1[l] and Z2[l]. The
taps v1[l], v2[l] are trained using k training symbols based on
(18). The symbol estimate S̃(i) at the output of the equalizer
can be written as

S̃(i)[l] = v∗(i)1 [l] · Z(i)
1 [l] + v∗(i)2 [l] · Z(i)

2 [l], i = 1 · · · k.
(22)

The equalization coefficients are updated according to the
LMS rule:

v(i+1)1 [l] = v(i)1 [l] + μe∗(i)[l] · Z(i)
1 [l],

v(i+1)2 [l] = v(i)2 [l] + μe∗(i)[l] · Z(i)
2 [l],

(23)

where e(i)[l] = D(i)[l] − S̃(i)[l] is the error signal generated
at iteration i for the tone index l using a training symbol
D(i)[l] and μ is the LMS step-size parameter. In a decision-
directed adaptation, D(i)[l] is a decision based on S̃(i)[l], in
which case the convergence may be slower. Once the equal-
izer coefficients are trained with a suitable number of train-
ing symbols, the obtained coefficients are used to equalize the
received signal according to (22).

Equations (22) and (23) show that to update the equal-
izer weights, 3 multiplications and 3 additions are needed,
whereas to equalize a single carrier 2 multiplications and 1
addition is needed. The equalizer coefficients can be updated
once every OFDM symbol. In the case of IEEE 802.11a where
data is transmitted on 48 out of 64 tones, 48 equalizers will
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Figure 4: Equalizer convergence speed for 64QAM constellation in noiseless scenario. The dark curves represent equalizer weights of the
proposed 2-tap adaptive scheme in the case of IQ imbalance at both the transmitter and receiver ends. Dark curves with circles represent
equalizer weights of the proposed 2-tap adaptive scheme in the case of IQ imbalance only at the receiver end. Dotted curves represent
equalizer weights in the scheme of [11] in the case of IQ imbalance at both the transmitter and receiver ends. Frequency-independent
amplitude imbalance of gt , gr = 3% and phase imbalance of φt ,φr = 3◦. The front-end filter impulse responses are hti = [1, 0.5], htq =
[0.9, 0.2], and hri = [1, 0.5],hrq = [0.9, 0.2]

be needed. Table 1 compares the computational load of our
algorithm and the one mentioned in [11] for such systems.

From the table we observe that the proposed algorithm
has a significantly reduced complexity. This is mainly be-
cause fewer taps are needed per equalizer. Having fewer taps
also allows for faster convergence and hence the overall per-
formance can be improved. Figure 4 illustrates the equal-
izer convergence in the noiseless multipath channel scenario
when both frequency-dependent and independent IQ imbal-
ance exist in the system. We consider a 64QAM constella-
tion system, a frequency-independent amplitude imbalance
of gt, gr = 3%, and phase imbalance of φt,φr = 3◦ at both
transmitter and receiver. In the frequency-dependent case,
the filter impulse responses are hti = [1, 0.5],htq = [0.9, 0.2],
and hri = [1, 0.5], hrq = [0.9, 0.2]. The multipath chan-
nel is of length L = 4 taps chosen independently from a
complex Gaussian distribution and the cyclic prefix length
ν = 8 is sufficiently long here. The dotted curves corre-
spond to the four equalizer weights in the scheme of [11]
and the dark curves correspond to two equalizer weights of
our method. In Figure 4(b), the dark curves with circles also
correspond to two equalizer weights of our method when
there is frequency-dependent and independent IQ imbal-
ance only at the receiver end. As can be observed from the
figure, due to the smaller number of taps needed in our
scheme, the convergence is significantly faster. For the case
of only frequency-dependent transmitter and receiver IQ im-
balance, the weights converge after 30 symbols, while it takes
around 50 symbols to achieve good convergence in the case
of combined frequency-dependent and independent trans-
mitter and receiver IQ imbalance. For the case of only re-
ceiver IQ imbalance, it takes around 30 symbols for con-

Table 1: Comparison of computation load.

Algorithm in [11] Proposed algorithm

Equalizer update Equalization Equalizer update Equalization

288mul 384mul 144mul 96mul

288 add 288mul 144 add 48mul

vergence. Thus a good compensation can be achieved with
fewer training symbols when IQ imbalance exists only at the
receiver end. In the scheme of [11], the four weights con-
verge after 125 symbols for frequency-dependent transmit-
ter and receiver IQ imbalance and after 140 symbols for the
combined frequency-dependent and independent transmit-
ter and receiver IQ imbalance.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

A typical OFDM system (similar to IEEE 802.11a) is sim-
ulated to evaluate the performance of the compensation
scheme for transmitter and receiver IQ imbalance. The end-
to-end OFDM system model with an LMS equalizer for the
case when the cyclic prefix is sufficiently long, that is, (ν ≥
Lt + L + Lr − 2) is shown in Figure 5. The colored boxes are
the front ends of the communication systemwhere IQ imbal-
ances are introduced. For the case of insufficient cyclic prefix
length (ν < Lt + L + Lr − 2), the compensation block shown
in the figure is replaced by the PTEQ block of Figure 3.

The parameters used in the simulation are as follows: the
OFDM symbol length is N = 64, cyclic prefix length is ν = 8.
Similar results can be obtained for ν = 16 when the com-
bined channel and front-end filter impulses are longer. We
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Figure 5: Imbalance model for the analog front-end including frequency dependent and independent IQ imbalance.

consider a frequency-independent amplitude imbalance of
gt, gr = 5% and phase imbalance of φt, φr = 5◦ at both
the transmitter and receiver. In the frequency-dependent im-
balance case the front-end filter impulse response are hti =
[0.9, 0.1], htq=[0.1, 0.9], and hri=[0.9, 0.1], hrq = [0.1, 0.9].
Thus the front-end filter impulse length is Lt = Lr = 2. It
should be noted that the imbalance level in this case may be
higher than the level observed in a practical receiver. How-
ever, we consider such an extreme case to evaluate the robust-
ness/effectiveness of the proposed compensation scheme.

There are three different channel profiles: (1) an addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with a single-tap
unity gain. (2) A multipath channel with L = 4 taps. In both
the cases 1 and 2, (Lt + L + Lr − 2 < ν) and a simple 2-tap
LMS equalizer can be used for compensation. The step size μ
of the LMS equalizer is initially set to 0.35 and is dynamically
reduced as the simulation progresses. (3) A multipath chan-
nel with L = 10 taps. In this case (Lt + L + Lr − 2 > ν), and
an RLS-based adaptive PTEQ with L′ = 10 and L′ = 15 taps
is used for compensation. The taps of multipath channel are
chosen independently with complex Gaussian distribution.
The convergence can be improved further by estimating the
channel separately on initial training symbols as is done nor-
mally in 802.11a. This shortens the convergence period but
an adaptive equalizer is still needed to equalize the channel
and the IQ imbalance.

Figure 6 shows the performance curves, that is, (BER
versus SNR) obtained for an uncoded 64QAM OFDM sys-
tem in the presence of frequency-dependent and indepen-
dent IQ imbalance. Every channel realization is independent
of the previous one and the BER results depicted are ob-
tained by averaging the BER curves over 104 independent
channels. Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(d) consider the presence
of IQ imbalance at both transmitter and receiver ends while

Figure 6(c) considers IQ imbalance only at receiver end. The
performance comparison is made with an ideal system with
no front-end distortion and with a system with no IQ com-
pensation algorithm included. In addition Figures 6(c) and
6(d) also compare the PTEQ equalizer of length L′ = 10
and L′ = 15 with a PTEQ equalizer of length L′ = 1
which is equivalent to the simple LMS compensation scheme.
With no compensation scheme in place, the OFDM system
is completely unusable. Even for the case when there is only
frequency-independent IQ imbalance, the BER is very high.
For the case (Lt + L + Lr − 2 < ν), close to ideal performance
is obtained with the simple LMS compensation scheme in
place. For the case (Lt + L + Lr − 2 > ν), good performance
is obtained when PTEQ length L′ = 15. This is also shown
in Table 2 where the performance (BER loss in dB) of PTEQ
equalizer with different tap lengths L′ is compared with the
ideal case at SNR = 42dB. When L′ = 1, that is, LMS
equalization case, even with no IQ imbalance at both trans-
mitter and receiver ends, the BER loss is very high and is ap-
proximately 2.77 dB higher than the ideal case. When IQ im-
balance is present only at receiver end the loss is about 7.6 dB
andwhen the IQ imbalance is present at both transmitter and
receiver ends the BER loss increases to 9.26dB. The PTEQ
performance improves when the number of taps is increased
but this is at the expense of higher complexity. For a PTEQ
of tap-length L′ = 15, in the case of no IQ imbalance at both
transmitter and receiver ends, the BER loss is 0.25 dB. When
IQ imbalance is present only at receiver end, the BER loss is
0.83dB and with IQ imbalance at both transmitter and re-
ceiver ends the BER loss increases only marginally to 1.09dB.
This can also be observed from Figures 6(c) and 6(d), where
the BER performance curve for L′ = 15 is very close to the
ideal case. Thus a PTEQ with a sufficient number of taps is
essential to shorten the combined channel, transmitter and
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Figure 6: BER versus SNR for 64QAM constellation with LMS/PTEQ adaptive equalization.
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Table 2: BER loss in dB for different PTEQ tap lengths L′ as compared to the ideal case at SNR = 42dB, L = 10, and ν = 8.

PTEQ taps L′ gt ,φt gr ,φr hti htq hri hrq BER loss in dB

1 (LMS)
0%, 0◦ 0%, 0◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] 2.77

0%, 0◦ 5%, 5◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 7.64

5%, 5◦ 5%, 5◦ [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 9.26

5
0%, 0◦ 0%, 0◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] 1.96

0%, 0◦ 5%, 5◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 3.68

5%, 5◦ 5%, 5◦ [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 5.22

10
0%, 0◦ 0%, 0◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] 1.01

0%, 0◦ 5%, 5◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 1.72

5%, 5◦ 5%, 5◦ [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 2.31

15
0%, 0◦ 0%, 0◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] [1, 0] 0.25

0%, 0◦ 5%, 5◦ [1, 0] [1, 0] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 0.83

5%, 5◦ 5%, 5◦ [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] [0.9, 0.1] [0.1, 0.9] 1.09

receiver filter impulse response and also to compensate for
the channel and IQ imbalance distortions. The compensa-
tion performance depends on how accurately the adaptive
equalizer coefficients can converge to the ideal values.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the joint effect of transmitter and re-
ceiver frequency-selective IQ imbalance along with channel
distortion is studied, and algorithms have been developed to
compensate for such distortions. For the case when the cyclic
prefix is not sufficiently long to accommodate the channel,
transmitter and receiver filter impulse response lengths, a
PTEQ-based solution, is proposed. When the cyclic prefix
is sufficiently long, the distortions can be compensated by a
simple two-tap adaptive equalizer. The algorithms involved
correspond to an efficient, post-FFT adaptive equalization
which leads to near ideal compensation.

The design of zero-IF receivers typically yields a
frequency-independent IQ imbalance on the order of
(g,φ) = (2−3%, 2−3◦) [15]. The performance curves clearly
demonstrate that for such IQ imbalance values compensa-
tion is absolutely necessary to enable a high data rate com-
munication. It is shown that very large IQ imbalance values
can be corrected just as easily. Thus the presented IQ mit-
igation algorithm allows to greatly relax the zero-IF design
specifications.
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